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Abstract—There are many studies concerning the problem of
traffic congestion in cities. One of the best accepted solutions to
relieving congestion involves optimization of resources already
available, by means of balancing traffic flows to minimize travel
delays. To achieve this optimization, it is necessary to collect
and process Floating Car Data (FCD) from vehicles. In this
paper we evaluate the repercussions of partial information on
the overall traffic view, and consequently on the outcome of
the optimization. Our study focuses on the role of the user
participation rate and the availability of Road Side Units to
collect the FCD. By means of simulation we quantify the impact
of partially-available information on the computation of route
optimization, and how it impedes traffic flows. Our results
show that even minor uncertainties can significantly impact
routing strategies and lead to deterioration in the overall traffic
situation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular traffic demand in metropolitan areas is increasing
and drivers have to deal with traffic congestion and delays
on a daily basis. Many studies have been conducted to find
solutions to this issue and almost all focus on increasing the
capacity of the transportation network. This can be accom-
plished by modifying the topology of the road network (e.g.
adding new lanes), but this solution is not always practical
and usually costly. For these reasons, the most frequently
applied solution involves the optimization of the resources
already available.
Navigation systems provide one step in the optimization
process and have changed radically over the last decade.
Initially they provided the fastest path between an origin
and a destination, based solely on the route topology. Over
time, more information regarding the traffic situation became
available, not yet a live feed, but detailed enough to provide
a solution that takes into account this information (e.g. Radio
Data System - Traffic Message Channel (RDS-TMC) [1]) to
provide the best route. Recently, the quality and quantity of
information have allowed the possibility of dynamic routing.
In this environment, it is possible to use different kinds of
algorithms to optimize a variety of parameters (e.g. delay,
path length, and fuel consumption). To apply dynamic rout-
ing, a bi-directional link between the vehicles and the source
of the optimization is needed. This link is provided using
the wireless technologies already available, which allow for
collecting data and providing a service to the users.
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In this paper we investigate the application of a mechanism
able to optimize the usage of resources through a collabo-
rative traffic management system that coordinates the routes
of the vehicles involved. Route optimization is achieved by
following the 1st Wardrop principle of equilibrium. This
mechanism uses real-time Floating Car Data (FCD) collected
through Road Side Units (RSUs) that are part of a monitoring
infrastructure. The FCD is aggregated in order to obtain an
accurate and reliable overview of the traffic situation.
Several papers have proposed methods for sensing traffic-
relevant information in form of FCD, such as [2]–[5]. Once
the FCD has been collected, it must be aggregated to provide
a reliable overview of the traffic situation of the monitored
area. In the literature, many algorithms have been proposed
to solve this issue [6]–[8]. In all the studies mentioned, there
is an assumption that FCD provides a complete picture of
the traffic situation. The number of On-Board Units (OBU)
(e.g. navigation systems, micro-computers, and smartphones)
has increased over the last years and the amount of FCD that
can be retrieved on a large scale has grown. The use of this
source of information has enabled the research community to
explore other, more dynamic, approaches to improve traffic
conditions. Nevertheless, to deploy systems that allow this
kind of interactivity, it is necessary to investigate how the
connectivity affects the behavior of the traffic monitoring
system itself. We chose to use Wi-Fi because many cities
have this type of network coverage provided in different
ways [9], [10]. Moreover, cellular networks are increasingly
overloaded with traffic due to the rapid growth of mobile
broadband traffic. One of the solutions proposed for this
problem is cellular traffic offloading through Wi-Fi networks
[11], [12]. The completeness of the information is directly
correlated with the level of user participation, the coverage
in terms of infrastructure and connectivity of the monitored
area, and the nature of the environment involved.
In this study we thoroughly evaluate, by means of sim-
ulation, how these parameters affect routing mechanisms
and traffic congestion in metropolitan environments. The
complexity of both the topology and the mobility models has
an impact on the various aggregation methods and the level of
detail and correctness of the represented traffic situation. The
metropolitan environment is characterized by both short road
segments and long arterial streets, interconnected by different
types of intersections (e.g. traffic lights and right-before-left
priority). Additionally the traffic comprises different types of
vehicles, pedestrians and unexpected obstacles. To describe
this complex environment many models have been developed
in different fields of science [13]–[15].
Our result shows the behavior of the traffic monitoring
system with different percentages of connectivity coverage
and different numbers of active vehicles (i.e. the users that
actively participate in the monitoring and routing system) in a
Manhattan-grid topology. With less than 70% coverage, the
routing mechanism fails, increasing the congestion instead
of mitigating it. This behavior is because, without proper
connectivity, the overview of the traffic situation is incom-
plete and the user equilibrium is computed with misleading
information. We also show how the ratio between active
and inactive RSUs (i.e. the connectivity coverage of the
intersections) has a greater impact on the behavior than the
actual user participation rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
III defines the problem we study in this paper. Section
IV presents in detail the elements in the infrastructure and
the monitoring system. Section V describes the simulation
environment and presents our results. Section II gives an
overview of the state of the art, and in Section VI we draw
a conclusion and provide directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Issues such as FCD sampling and aggregation, RSU cov-
erage, and vehicular traffic optimization have been widely
studied in recent decades.
In [16] the authors present a framework enabling the use
of big data analysis and cloud computing to process massive
amounts of information in near real time. The only error
taken into account is that related to the GPS position, while
assuming information in terms of coverage of the territory.
Another example of FCD aggregation is presented in
[17]. Here the authors integrate information collected from
different sensors such as on-board camera, GPS and on-board
diagnostics interface unit. They take into consideration the
errors resulting from the image processing (qualitative errors)
but not the possibility of having uneven coverage of the
monitored area (quantitative errors).
In [18] the authors address the problem of RSU coverage
and present a forwarding algorithm that relies only on local
information. They use Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communi-
cation with 802.11p connectivity. Their result explores the
RSU coverage extension and the improvement in terms of
data dissemination. However they do not take into account
the level of user participation, assuming that all the vehicles
are equipped with an OBU.
Another solution to the RSU coverage problem is proposed
in [7]. The authors present a specific aggregation scheme in
order to minimize the overall bandwidth necessary to transmit
FCD. They assume a user participation rate of 5% and use
a genetic algorithm to identify the best position for the










Fig. 1. Infrastructure example: Vehicles (with and without OBU), RSUs,
Inductive Loops and Traffic Cameras.
territory that maximizes the effectiveness of the information
gathered.
SOTIS [19], based on V2V communications, allows gath-
ering, analyzing and broadcasting traffic information without
the use of a central entity. With a user participation rate of
2%, it manages to obtain roughly 30-minute-old information
concerning the area within around a 50-km radius of the
car. This kind of information is very useful in tracking
major congestion in extra-urban environments, but cannot
monitor the real-time traffic situation in urban areas. Here,
the problem of sparse information is solved by keeping all
data, regardless of its age.
In relation to the traffic optimization problem, [20] studies
different kinds of vehicular route optimizations that utilize
traffic information gathered from vehicles to estimate travel
times and to find optimal routes. The authors study the
difference between proactive and flow-based methods. They
do not take the user participation rate into account and
they assume that perfect information on the real-time traffic
situation is available at decision time.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to
investigate the impact of only having partial information
available in terms of user participation rate and RSU coverage
to deal with the problems of route optimization and traffic
congestion.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In every optimization problem the correctness and relia-
bility of the information plays an important role. When the
solution to the optimization problem must be provided at run-
time, it is important to test the impact of partial information
to discover boundaries and understand where particular be-
haviors originate. The reason we focused on this evaluation
is to provide ground information for the deployment of
the traffic management system. We take into consideration
different types of information concerning traffic demand and
the speed of specific vehicles. Figure 1 shows an example
of these different sources of information. Floating Car Data
(FCD) is collected through the On-Board Units (OBUs) in
the vehicles and gathered by the Road Side Units (RSUs).
In addition, the traffic demand and the global overview
of the system are obtained through sources such as traffic
cameras, inductive loop detectors, and historical information.
In the literature there are many aggregation algorithms that
allow different sources of traffic information to be used to
obtain a global picture of the situation. Nonetheless, even
if the infrastructure is already deployed, legal issues and
other constraints make the information provided by inductive
loops and traffic cameras hard to obtain, rarely live, and not
always available. We decided to compare the behavior of the
traffic monitoring system in two different settings. The first
considers only FCD, while the second considers the overview
computed with all the aggregated sources, FCD included.
IV. TRAFFIC MONITORING INFRASTRUCTURE
A. Wardrop Equilibrium
The optimization of the traffic flows is based on Wardrop
equilibrium [21], which provides an explanation accepted
[22] as common behavior to describe how the trips spread
over different routes due to congested traffic conditions. The
routing mechanism implemented here is based on the selfish-
user-centered policy defined by Wardrop’s first principle of
equilibrium. This principle states that every player (selfishly)
selects a route that minimizes the travel cost between source
and destination. Wardrop’s second principle posits that users
minimize the total travel time in the system. We use Dijkstra’s
shortest-path algorithm [23] with a dynamic edge cost to
compute the route with the minimum delay. The cost of
the edge is the Estimated Travel Time (ETT) of the relevant
road segment and this value changes dynamically over time.
To compute ETTs for a road segment s we use its length,
ls, divided by the average speed vs of all vehicles currently










where ns is the number of vehicles on segment s and vi
is the speed of vehicle i. A route is composed of multiple
segments. Its total cost ETTr is calculated as the sum of all
the segments composing the route. The minimum-delay route
between the source s and the destination d is the one that
minimizes ETT. Upon receiving a request from the vehicle,
the system provides this as the best route.
We have shown in a previous paper [24] the reasons
why we support the use of a selfish, user-centered approach
against a global one. The main reason is related to the
the constraints imposed by the global one. The optimum in
terms of minimum overall delay can be achieved only with
the global and fully coordinated approach, but this would
imply that all the vehicles in the monitored area are part
of the system and that they are 100% compliant with the
instructions provided.
B. Data gathering infrastructure
An OBU is any device (e.g. smartphone, single-board
computer, embedded system, etc.) deployed in a vehicle,
able to collect data from sensors, and having connectivity
capabilities. The FCD sampled by the OBU consist of GPS
position, speed and direction. In our topology, this data is
gathered by the RSUs located at the intersections. Even
assuming that all FCD is reliable and correct, the consistency
of the overall traffic view (computed with the FCD) with
the real traffic situation depends on the numbers of active
vehicles that cooperate with the traffic monitoring system,
and on the proportion of intersections covered by the RSUs.
To study the impact of the RSUs’ coverage on the real-time
traffic overview we use a 10x10 Manhattan grid topology
with edges of 4.5 km. All streets are bidirectional and have
the same priority rules. Each intersection follows the right-
before-left priority rule, and is equipped with a Wi-Fi access
points acting as RSUs. Our aim is to provide a ground
study with general results. By using a regular topology, we
are able to minimize the impact of RSU coverage patterns,
which can vary depending on intersection location. All com-
munications are based on a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
paradigm in which the vehicles in the monitored area are
able to communicate with a local RSU using their OBU.
The traffic management protocol is that presented in [24]
and is divided into two parts: Information Beaconing and
Route Management. Both of these parts require a reliable
representation of the traffic situation.
Remark: The following two sections explain the real-
time data aggregation IV-C and the traffic management
protocol IV-D. These two aspects are not dependent on each
other. The real-time data aggregation concerns the dataset
and its metrics. The traffic management protocol concerns
the route optimization mechanism.
C. Real-Time Data Aggregation
We define the Real-Time Traffic Situation (RTTS) as
the reliable overview of the system provided through the
aggregation of all the different data pertaining to vehicular
traffic. We use this information to compute the optimum
user equilibrium and decide the best route for a vehicle.
The two scenarios that we explore in this paper are dif-
ferentiated by the kinds of information used to build the
RTTS. Figure 2 depicts the kind of information that is used
to compute the RTTS. More precisely, we define: OFCD
(Only FCD) (green arrow labeled 1), the dataset composed
of information collected in real-time through the OBUs of
the vehicles; ASOD (All Sources Of Data) (red arrow labeled
2), the dataset composed of all the aggregated information
gathered from RSUs, inductive loops, traffic cameras, both
stationary (infrastructure) and floating (vehicle) data. Specific
to this implementation, in the scenario in which the RTTS is
computed with the OFCD dataset, the aggregation consists
of the average of the samples specific to a segment. Every
segment has a predefined limited-time buffer and all samples
prior to that time window are discarded. In case of lack of
information, the values used to compute the deterministic free
flow are those provided by the topology (maximum speed
allowed and length of the segment). Regarding the scenario
with the RTTS built from the ASOD dataset, we do not







Fig. 2. Traffic monitoring system and routing mechanism.
simulator that we use has exact knowledge of the number of
vehicles in every segment and their velocities.
D. Traffic Management Protocol
The traffic management protocol represented in Figure
2 can be summarized as follows. Information Beaconing
(green arrow labeled 1) the part of the protocol designed
to sample and collect traffic metrics (location, direction and
speed) from the OBU. Every 60 seconds, the OBU sends
the metrics to the closest RSU located at an intersection
in communication range. The RSUs aggregate these metrics
dynamically to update the RTTS. The Route Management
part of the protocol is designed to redistribute the vehicular
traffic to optimize the route. The protocol interaction (blue
arrow labeled 3) for every user is the following: (i) the OBU
sends the route request containing the current location and
desired destination to the local RSU, (ii) the optimal route is
computed using the Wardrop equilibrium (see IV-A) applied
to the RTTS and sent as a reply to the OBU, (iii) the OBU
receives a route update every 60 seconds.
V. EVALUATION
A. Simulation environment
We built the topology described in IV-B in a simulated
environment using OMNet++ [25] for the wireless network
and SUMO [26] for the vehicular mobility model. The
bidirectional coupling mechanism between the network and
mobility model is provided by VEINS [27]. Each intersection
is equipped with a Wi-Fi access point acting as a RSU.
Concerning vehicular mobility, SUMO provides different
models that are able to simulate specific patterns for different
situations. We chose the Krauss car-following model to
simulate an urban traffic flow; the parameters we use for the
vehicles are those proposed in the original document [28].
Each vehicle has a source and a destination randomly chosen
among all the edges of the Manhattan topology. To compute
the route from source to destination, we use duarouter
[29], a tool provided by SUMO that uses Dijkstra’s algorithm
to identify the path having minimal cost. In this case, cost
is determined using the length, maximum speed, and priority
of the segment.
B. Evaluation parameters
We ran a scenario with 10,000 vehicles, all starting their
trip at the beginning of the simulation. The aim is to measure
the time necessary for all of them to reach their destinations.
Fig. 3. Average speed comparison between OFCD and ASOD scenarios
varying User participation rate and RSUs coverage.
We collected statistics on vehicular mobility (e.g. average
speed, waiting time of each vehicle, and density) and RSU
coverage. As explained in Section III, the aim of this work is
to evaluate the impact of partial information on the solution
proposed by the routing protocol. The completeness of the
overview given by the information depends on the different
participation rates of the vehicles and RSU coverage at
the intersections. These are very important parameters to
consider when it comes to the deployment of the system.
For our evaluation we used: 10%, 25%, 50%, 60%, 70%,
80%, 90%, and 100% rates both for RSU coverage and user
participation. The intersections covered by the RSUs and the
vehicles equipped with the OBUs were randomly selected. To
show how the use of partial information influences the routing
mechanism, we compared the behavior of the protocol with
the two different sets of information collected and aggregated
into the RTTS. As explained in Section IV-C, in one scenario,
the RTTS is computed using the OFCD dataset and in the
other, the ASOD dataset. As for the interval between two
routing requests (and consequently the beaconing interval
and the route update) sent from a given vehicle, we fixed
it at 60 seconds. Both vehicular mobility and overall traffic
change slowly. It has been proven that using a smaller time
interval does not significantly alter the routing mechanism’s
performance. The evaluation of this parameter and a detailed
explanation can be found in [24].
C. Results
Speed: Figure 3 gives a quantitative comparison be-
tween the average speed of all the vehicles in the two
different scenarios. In the first, the RTTS is computed using
the ASOD dataset. The measured average speed is used as a
basis for the comparison. This represents the ideal situation in
which we have a global overview of the system even without
the full cooperation from the users (i.e. the traffic information
is complete and reliable even without active vehicles, due
to traffic cameras, etc.). In the second scenario the RTTS
is computed using only the FCD collected from the active
RSUs. The value represented in the graph is the delta (as
a percentage) between the average speed measured in the
second scenario compared with the first. We chose to plot
(a) Average waiting time, ASOD dataset
(b) Average waiting time, OFCD dataset
Fig. 4. Average waiting time.
the more representative percentages from all the experiments.
We hypothesized that a routing system that takes decisions
based on a dataset with partial information will behave
differently based on the completeness of the dataset itself.
We investigated the boundary between the normal behavior
expected from the routing mechanism and the compromised
behavior caused by the use of partial information. We found
the threshold to be around 70% of intersection covered by
RSUs. It can be seen that, without ASOD information, the
coverage plays an important role. It is possible to see that
with 80% or more coverage, the performance of the routing
mechanism is consistent in both scenarios, even with low
user participation. When the coverage is 70% or less, the
information collected by the RSUs can be misleading, and
the protocol fails to relieve congestion. This behavior is
due to the fact that when the ratio of intersections covered
by the RSUs is insufficient, the overview of the situation
is incomplete and the user equilibrium is computed with
misleading information. In this graph it is easy to see that
the user participation rate has only a minor impact on
the behavior of the routing mechanism compared with the
percentage of intersections with active RSUs.
Waiting Time: Another aspect that we analyzed is the
impact of partial information on the average waiting time
encountered by the vehicles. We ran a scenario in which the
vehicles provide no information and the routing mechanism
Fig. 5. Vehicular Density and RSU Coverage in different scenario at the
same simulation time.
is not in place to provide a background truth for comparison
purposes. We define waiting time as the amount of time
during which the vehicle is stopped. More precisely, Figure
4(a) shows the average waiting time encountered by each
vehicle in the scenario with complete information. It can
be seen that, independent of the coverage, even with 25%
participation, there is an improvement due to the use of
complete information. On the other hand, in Figure 4(b) the
two different behaviors become visible. With less than 70%
coverage, the trends again show erratic behavior among the
vehicles.
Density: In Figure 5 we show the vehicular density on
the grid, comparing the same routing mechanism applied
to two different RTTSs, one computed with ASOD, the
other with OFCD. The black dots represent the active RSUs.
On the grid, the size and color of the dots represents the
occupancy of a specific segment. All these snapshots of
the traffic situation are taken at the same time (second
2250) with the same user participation rate (100%). With
100% RSU coverage, the level of density is comparable in
both scenarios. The threshold of 70% discovered previously
reveals a visible difference between ASOD and OFCD in
vehicular density. The segments leading to intersections not
covered by an active RSU, in case of FCD only, are more
congested than the others. This behavior is similar but less
visible with ASOD. This is the case because the lack of
coverage at an intersection not only decreases the amount of
FCD, but also prevents route updates from reaching interested
vehicles. This behavior becomes more accentuated when only
25% of intersections are covered by active RSUs. While
with ASOD, the situation is still acceptable, for OFCD, the
situation is worsened by the fact that the few route updates
that are received, may be sub-optimal due to the use of partial
information.
Remarks: The problems highlighted by the use of
partial information can be further investigated in a number
of ways. Firstly, employing advanced heuristics to compute
the RTTS is a promising approach to avoiding errors when
dealing with incomplete information. Secondly, it could be
fruitful to investigate the use of probabilistic algorithms to
compute user equilibrium and route updates. Nevertheless,
our works indicates that, with a deterministic aggregation
that assumes free flow in case of missing information and
a deterministic routing mechanism, the completeness of the
information plays a major role and must be taken into account
during the deployment of such a system. In addition, partial
information can be a threat to security and may compromise
the effectiveness of the traffic management system.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we evaluated the behavior of a traffic moni-
toring system that has to deal with partial information. The
mechanism is able to update the route of the vehicles, and
so relieve traffic congestion, but requires a reliable real-
time traffic overview of the system to take decisions. The
correctness of this overview depends on various parameters
such as the user participation rate and the percentage of
intersections covered by RSUs.
Our results shows that with less than 70% of RSU cov-
erage, the traffic overview does not coherently represent the
real traffic situation and it can represent security issues (e.g.
if the information is altered by malicious attacks or physical
damages in the infrastructure). This behavior does not vary
significantly depending on the user participation rate. This
result indicates that the percentage of intersections covered by
RSUs plays a major role in information-gathering and route
updates. With insufficient coverage, the routing mechanism
fails to relieve congestion and, due to misleading information,
may worsen it.
In the future we plan to further investigate how to mitigate
the impact of partial information due to malicious attacks.
The current paper uses a deterministic aggregation method
that, in case of missing information, assumes free flow.
Further studies can be done with probabilistic aggregation
methods that, for example, can take into account the traffic
situation in the surrounding area in order to estimate the
missing traffic information.
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